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Abstract: 

In this paper, an efficient method of modelling possible noise from amplitude and Intensity of each sound wave in speech signal is proposed. Here the focus is on 
speech signals which manifests as a sound wave form. The principle of determining sound wave intensity using the wave amplitude was applied. The paper elucidates 
how beamforming technique was practical in the evaluation of the Amplitude of the signals and the various noise inputs given the distance variations.  The obtained 
result shows that noise input increases as the angular distance increased which is as a result of amplitude increase  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In a speech automated system, microphone is installed far away 

from the user; as such there are severe problems associated with 

it such as poor sound quality and acoustic feedback from the far-

end side. In other words, Speech transmitter and receiver are 

located at remote places separated by certain distance. In hand-

held telephony the microphone is close to the speaker which 

suffers from environmental noise and interfering sounds 

corrupting the received speech signal. These conflicts additionally 

impair received speech signal which is due to the reverberations 

of the voice from the walls or ceilings.   

The recorded speech signals in speech automated systems are 

often corrupted by acoustic background noise. Generally, 

background noise is broadband and non-stationary. The signal to 

noise ratio of microphone is low. Therefore, the speech quality 

and intelligibility reduce. 

 

2. REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

In recent years, tremendous and remarkable progress has been 

made in the domain of speech and noise separation.  The 

pioneering work of Wiener et al. gives an optimum approach 

[1,5,6] for deriving a filter that tends to suppress the noise while 

leaving the desired signal relatively unchanged. The design of 

these filters requires that the signal and the noise be stationary, 

and the statistics of both signals be known a priori. In practice 

these conditions are hardly ever met. 

[4] speech-in-noise research showed that speech signals combine 

several acoustic properties that contribute to compensating for 

signal distortions and noisy interferences. In [3], it was revealed 

that Paul Lueg was the first to realize the possibility of attenuating 

background noise by superimposing a phase flipped wave for the 

concept of active noise cancellation. Also, this approach requires 

spatial selectivity. To achieve this, [2], noted that the beamformer 

needs to distinguish between the components from different 

directions of an incoming signal in order to suppress hugely and 

efficiently the parts of the signal that are not coming from the 

target source(s). Consequently, it becomes necessary to analyse 

the incoming signal and differentiate between different angles of 

incidence. Achieving this requires a beamforming technique. In 

practical beamforming, when the microphone array picks up a 

signal coming from an angle other than 0 or 180, every consecutive 

microphone will experience an increased delay. This is because 

the signal entering from an angle needs to travel an additional 

distance, ∆x, to the next microphone in the array. ∆x is 

proportional to the distance between the microphones and the 

angle of incidence, as has been expressed in figure 2.1 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1 - The signal travels an additional distance ∆u to the next 

microphone [2] 

 

 

Given that the microphones are fixed, the distance between them 

is fixed too. It is therefore possible to relate the additional distance 

to the angle of incidence of the signal. However, since the speed 

of sound is also fixed, [2] noted that the time delay can be deduced 

from the direction of the signal by 

 

t = 

d 

 sin(θ):……………………………...(2.1)  

   C 

Where t is the time delay in [s] and d, are the distance between the 

microphones in [m], c the speed of sound in [m/s] and θ the angle 

between the microphones in [rad]. 

For all linear systems, the net response caused by two or more 

stimuli is the sum of the responses that would have been caused 

by each stimulus individually. This is known as the superposition  

Ꝋ  

∆x  

d  
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principle. Therefore, if input A produces response X and 

input B produces response Y then input (A + B) produces 

response (X + Y). 

A function F(x) that satisfies the superposition principle is called 

a linear function. Superposition can be defined by two simpler 

properties; additivity and homogeneity; however, our interest 

lies on the additivity. 

F(x1 + x2) = F(x1) + F(x2) …………………………(2.2) 

Waves are usually described by variations in some parameter via 

space and time. The value of this parameter is called 

the amplitude of the wave, and the wave itself is 

a function specifying the amplitude at each point.  In many cases 

such as classic wave equation, the equation describing the wave is 

linear. Once this is real, the superposition principle can be 

applied. As expected, the undesired sine has amplitude larger 

than the amplitude of the desired sine. 

 

3. METHODOLOGY 

In this work the focus is on speech signals and the noise input 

which manifest as a sound wave form. In signal processing, delays 

are applied to control the signals coming from all microphones to 

hit a given point, called focal point. The signals received by the 

elements (raw signal data) are delayed such that they sum up 

signals coming from the same directions (correlated signals) 

constructively and destructively sum those signals coming from 

different directions (uncorrelated signals). 

 

The Figure 3.1 below shows a vector superposition of a large 

amplitude N of simple harmonic vibration of equal amplitude A 

and equal successive phase difference  δ. 

 

 
Figure 3.1  - Vector Superposition 

 

 The amplitude of all the resultant (ie Chord) 

                     R   =   2 r Sin 
𝑁𝛿

2
    =   A 

𝑆𝑖𝑛
𝑁𝛿

2

𝑆𝑖𝑛 
𝛿

2

…..……..(3.1)   

 

 

Consider the triangle AOP. Splitting the triangle AOP into two 

right angles, we have; 

  

Figure 3.2 – Splitting the Triangles for Microphone positions 

 

Therefore, for one of the Right-Angled triangles,  

Sin
𝑁𝛿

2
  =  

𝑥

𝑟
 …….…………………..(3.2) 

Where x is Opposite, and r is the Hypotenuse. 

X = r Sin
𝑁𝛿

2
 ………………..…….…(3.3) 

Then, for both right angled triangles, 

x+ x =  r Sin
𝑁𝛿

2
  + r Sin

𝑁𝛿

2
   =   2r Sin

𝑁𝛿

2
…….(3.4) 

therefore, R = 2r Sin
𝑁𝛿

2
 ………………………….(3.5) 

 

Its phase with respect to the first contribution is given by 𝛼;  

To get the  𝛼 which is angle between the microphones (M1);  we 

subtract the angle OAP from angle OAB. However, first let’s 

calculate the two angles. From the previous, OÂP is  gotten, by 

subtracting  
𝑁𝛿

2
 from  90o ;  

 OÂP  =  90o  -  
𝑁𝛿

2
 ……..……………..…..(3.6) 

For angle  OÂB ; 
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     Figure 3.3(a)  - Delayed distance  

 

 

 

 

 

OÂB  =  90o  -   
𝛿

2
  ……………………………………….(3.7) 

Therefore, 𝜃  =  OÂB -  OÂP 

          = 90o  -   
𝛿

2
  - (90o  -  

𝑁𝛿

2
)……………. (3.8) 

          = 90o  -   
𝛿

2
  -  90o + 

𝑁𝛿

2
    =    

𝑁𝛿

2
  -  

𝛿

2
   =   (N -1) 

𝛿

2
…..(3.9) 

Therefore   𝛼 =    (N -1) 
𝛿

2
 ……………………..……(3.10) 

From triangle OAP, following arrangement of microphones 

symmetry on y-axis we use the Cosine rule  

R  = r2 + r2 – 2r2 Cos Nδ  ………………….(3.11)  

      

  = 2r2(1 – Cosδ) ………………….(3.12)  

R2 = 4r2(1 – CosNδ) …………………….(3.13)  

          2 

R = 2r √1 − 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑁𝛿 ……………………..(3.14) 

                         2 

 

R = 2rSin 
𝑁𝛿

2
 …………………………..…(3.15) 

                   

From triangle OAB, it can be seen that delay distance from the 

speech source to the microphone is dSin 𝜃 where 𝜃 is the angle 

substituted by the microphones within an area 

Speed of Sound (c)  = 
𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒(dSin

(𝑁−1)𝛿

2
)

𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒(𝑡)
 …...(3.16)  

 

Therefore,  t = 
dSin

(𝑁−1)𝛿

2

𝐶
  ………………..…..(3.17)  

 

    Where c is the Speed of Speech  = 343m/s 

 

Also, from triangle OAB using same Cosine rule; 

 

   A = 2rSin 
𝛿

2
  …………………………....….(3.18) 

 

 

3.1 Modelling the Intensity and Amplitude in beamforming 

System   

 

Consider a speech from a source to different microphones with a 

reference point.  

Studying the graph on Figure 3.4(b) which is a graph showing 

different microphone at different distances, we would understand 

that at a reference point, the phase difference can be used to 

acquire the amplitude as in Figure 3.4(a). 
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    Figure 3.4 (a)  - Amplitude of a speech signal  
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Figure 3.4(b)  - Graph of the amplitudes 
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Figure 3.5  – Array of microphones 

 

By defining, the average amount of energy passing through a unit 

area per unit of time in a specified direction is called the intensity 

of the wave.  Thus, as the amplitude of the sound wave increases, 

the intensity of the sound increases.  The intensity of a sound wave 

is related to its amplitude squared. 

 I  =  A2   ……………………………..(3.19) 

 

From Figure 3.6 above, there is an array of microphone – M1, M2, 

M3, M4 --- Mn with a reference point on the X –axis.  Taking a 

distance of 0.015m between all microphones, we calculate the 

amplitude and intensity of each sound wave to estimate the 

increase in amplitude and possible noise input. 

 

From, equation (3.20), above ;    A = 2rSin 
𝛿

2
  

           For microphone M1, with a radian distance of 0.06m and 

phase difference of 10;  

A  =  2 x 0.06 x Sin (
10

2
) 

 
= 0.010458ω 

  Intensity  =  A2  = (0.010458)2 = 0.0001094 
10

𝑚2
 

 Converting to decibel  

    Dbel = 10Log10 (
𝐼

𝐼𝑐
)  = 10Log10(

0.0001094

10−12
) 

       

  = 80.4dbel. 

 

Now for Microphone M2, it is important to note the increase in 

radia distance of the speech source. This distance must first be 

calculated.  

 

Recall from equation (3.12) ;  α =  (N-1) 
𝛿

2
 ; 

 

  To get increase in distance,  

    

  X = dSinα = dSin(N-1) 
𝛿

2
 

 

 Distance between both Microphones is 0.015 

 

Going by our initial estimation, distance increase, 

 X = dSin(N-1) 
𝛿

2
 

        

   = 0.015Sin (2-1)
10

2
 

   

   = 0.001307 

 

 Therefore, complete distance from the speech source to 

microphone, M2 is  

0.06 + 0.001307 = 0.061307 

then, from  A = 2rSin 
𝛿

2
  we would obtain; 

  = 2 x 0.0061307 x Sin 
10

2
  =  0.01069 

I  =  A2  =  (0.01069)2 = 0.0001142 
10

𝑚2
 

Converting to decibel  

 

 Dbel = 10Log10 (
𝐼

𝐼0
)   =  10Log10 (

0.0001142

10−12
) 

    = 80.58dbel 

For M3 distance increase  x = dSin(N-1) 
𝛿

2
  

       = 0.03Sin (3-1) 
10

2
 

    `   = 0.005209 

 

M3 = 0.06 + 0.005209  =  0.065209 

 

 A  =  2rSin 
𝛿

2
 

        = 2 x 0.065209 x Sin 
10

2
  =  0.01137 

  I = A2   =  (0.01137)2  =  0.0001292769 
10

𝑚2
 

 

M
3
 

M2 
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Dbel =  10Log10 (
𝐼

𝐼𝑜
)   =  10Log10 (

0.0001292769

10−12
)     =   81.115dbel 

 

This shows an increase of 0.54dbel noise addition over the 

distance increase. 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

Overall, it is possible to estimate the level of noise in a mix of 

sound via the determination if the amplitude of the sounds. The 

obtained result is indicative of the fact that noise input increases 

as the angular distance increased (amplitude) increase  
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